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Abstract--By the single assumption that the reservoir action in a catchment can be separated
from translation, the general equation of the unit hydrograph is shown to be
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This is simplified by two further simple assumptionsto give
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which can be conveniently calculated.
LIST OF SPECIAL SYMBOLS

and no general theoretical basisfor the method
hasbeenevolved.The absenceof a generaltheory
of the unit hydrograph has limited the scope
crosssectionof channel(Section3)
of the methodand made it dependenton personal
a(x)--translation time
judgment
in its practical application.
I(t)--inflow rate
The present paper proposesa general theory
K--delay time of reservoirstorage
which should help to remove many of the subM---th moment of the unit hydrograph
jective elementsfrom unit hydrographanalysis,
N--total
number of reservoirs in the catchment
and also to release the problem of synthesis
m--dimensionless time variable
n(r)--distribution of reservoirsin the catchment from its presentdependenceon empiricalrelationships derived from localized data. To be worthP(m, n)--Poisson probability function
while,
a theory should enable us to predict the
Q(t)--outfiow rate
effect
on
the unit hydrograph of such variables
S(t)--storage volume
as the shape of the catchment, the speed of
T--maximum
translation time in catchment
travel of flood waves in the catchment, the
U(0, O--instantaneousunit hydrograph
amount and distribution of both channel storage
U(D, O--finite period unit hydrograph
and overbankstorage,unequal rainfall distribuVo--volume of rainfall excess(outflow)
tion over the catchineRt,the sizeand slopeof the
•(0)--Dirac-delta function
catchment, and so on. It would be gratifying,
II--product of similar terms to be taken
r--total translationdelaytime betweenpoint and also, if such a theory could (a) provide a simple
objective method of deriving a unit hydrograph
outlet
w(r)--ordinate of time-area-concentrationcurve from complexstorms;and (b) indicate a small
number of physically significant parameters
local rainfall intensity
A--area

of catchment

which

averagerainfall intensity

could

be

correlated

with

catchment

characteristicsto form the basis of a universally
applicable system of unit hydrograph synthesis.
INTRODUCTION
Zoch[1934, 1936, 1937]made a notableattempt
Since its first proposal over 25 years ago to formulate a generalphysicaltheory of stream
[Sherman,1932], the unit hydrograph approach flow based on the assumptionthat at any time
to streamflow predictionhas developedinto one the rate of dischargeis proportionalto the amount
of the most powerful tools of applied hydrology. of rainfall remaining with the soil at that time.
It has, however,retainedan empiricalcharacter, Using this assumption,he analysedthe runoff
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of finite duration

and uniform

rate, obtaining equationsfor the four separate
segmentsof the hydrograph.Zoch solvedthese
equationsfor two simplecases,where the timearea-concentration curve is rectangular or
triangular. He indicated as the main difficulty
in the solutionof other casesthe integration of

o•(x)e
• whereo•(x)is theordinate
of thetimearea-concentrationcurve and K is a constant;he
suggestedthe use of series approximation or
numerical integration in such cases.

tration

curve and an ordinate

of the Poisson

probability function (which has beentabulated).
Even with this assumptionof equal reservoirs,
the result is extremely general and flexible,
containing each of the previous theoretical
approachesas a very specialcase.
UNIT HYDROGRAPH PRINCIPLES

All unit hydrographprocedures(analytical or
synthetic) are based on two fundamental

principles'
1. Invariance--the hydrograph of surface
for instantaneous rainfall could be derived by runoff from a catchment due to a given pattern
routingthetime-area-concentration
curvethrough of rainfall excess(that is, rainfall minusinfiltraa single ele.mentof linear reservoirstorage. tion and similar losses)is invariable.
2. Superposition--the hydrograph resulting
Physicallythis is equivalentto Zoch'sformula-

Clark[1945]suggested
that the unit hydrograph

tion, the equationsbeingsimplifiedby reducing from a gi;•enpattern of rainfall excesscan be
the unit hydrographs
rainfall durationto zero,and the reservoirrouting built up by superimposing
beinga formofnumerical
integration
ofo•(x)e
•. due to the separateamounts of rainfall excess
The hydrology group of the Irish Office of occurringin each unit period. This includesthe
Public Works found that in many practical cases principleof proportionality,by which the ordithe smoothinginvolvedin routingwas sufficient natesof the hydrographare proportionalto the
to permit the replacementof the tediously volume of rainfall excess.
Further assumptionsare often made for
derived time-area-concentration curve by an
but they are not essential.
isoscelestriangle [O'Kelly, 1955]. The present practicalconvenience,
author in a thesisstudy discussed
the physical Thus the starting point for Sherman'soriginal
basis of the Clark approachand the O'Kelly work on the subjectwasthe assumptionthat all
floodsdue to rainstormsof a given durationran
simplification[Dooge,1956].
A further hypothesiswas put forward by off in the same amount of time. This use of a
Nash [1957], more as the basisof a convenient finite time base for the unit hydrographis not
two-parameter synthetic method than as a essentialand is only physicallyreasonablefor
general theory. He suggestedthat the instan- caseswhere the storage is distributed evenly
taneousunit hydrographcould be derived by throughoutthe catchment.
For the purpose of the present study the
routingthe instantaneous
rainfallthrougha series
of successive
linearreservoirsof equaldelaytime. followingdefinitionsare used.The instantaneous
In the presentpaper, a generalequation for unit hydrographfor a catchment,u(0, t) is the
the unit hydrographis derivedfrom the single hydrographof surfacerunoff at the outlet from
physical assumptionthat the reservoir action the catclunent due to a finite volume of rainfall
which takes place in the catchment can be excess,Vo,fallingin an infinitesimallyshorttime.
separated from the translatory action and Such a rainfall excess is written in terms of the
lumped in a number of reservoirsunrestricted •-function as Vo'$(O). A D-period unit hydroin number, size, or distribution. This general graph, u(D, t), is the hydrographof surface
equationcanbe convertedfroma surfaceintegral runoff at the outlet due to a rainfall excess of
to a simple integral by assumingthat above volume, Vo, distributeduniformly throughouta

period,D. In both casesthe arealdistributionof
are equally distributedfor equal lengths of rainfall excessthroughout the catchment is
tributary. The complexityof the computation assumedto follow a constantpattern from storm
oneof
required is greatly reduced if the idealised to storm,but thispatternis not necessarily

each confluence in the catchment the reservoirs

reservoirsin the catchmentare assumedequal, uniform distribution. The conversion from an
instantaneous
unit hydrographto one of finite
hydrographcan be obtainedby integratingthe duration can be easily made, since by superproduct of an ordinate of the time-area-concert- position
since in this case the ordinates of the unit
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the constant K having the dimensionof time
and being equal to the average delay time
imposed on an inflow by the reservoir. If the
Unlessthe contraryis stated,all unit hydrographs above relationshipis combinedwith the storage
discussedin the present paper are instantaneous equation
unit hydrographs whose ordinates have the
d
dimensionof dischargerate per unit area.
I(t)
-Q(t)
=
•
S(t)
The presenceof the principle of superposition
im.plio,*.h,*. ,,y theory of the unit hydrograph we get

.(v, 0 = 5l ftt
_.

u(O, t). ott

must be a linear one. The processes
involved in
the

conversion

of

rainfall

excess to

d

surface

l(t) -- Q(t)= K • Q(O

runoff at the outlet must all be linear if the unit

hydrograph theory is to hold exactly, since the
presenceof a singlenon-linearelement wouldbe
sufficient to destroy the principle of superposition.It is clear that any generaltheory must
be a linear one, and that casesof catchments
containing non-linear elements must be dealt
with by someprocessof linearization.
The key problem, therefore, is to determine
the equation of the instantaneousunit hydrograph for a catchment containing only linear
elements.The correspondingproblem in applied
mathematics

is the determination

for a linear

system of the Green's function, that is, the
responseof the systemto the &function or unit
impulse. The first step towards the solution of
the hydrological problem is to examine the
responseof simple linear elementsto an instan-

(1 + KD)Q(t) = I(t)
whereD is the differentialoperator.This equation has the solution

Q(Oet/_,c
_ 1f
at+•constant
K

Once the instantaneousunit hydrograph is
known, the runoff due to any given rainfall
pattern can be found by convolution,

q = i(t) * u(O, 0
t

f u(O,
tIn practice this final calculation is most conveniently made by using a distribution graph,
or by using a movable strip technique.
LINEAR CHANNELS AND RESERVOIRS

The processof convertingrainfall excessinto
is a mixture

of translation

and

reservoiraction. The first step to be taken is to
examine the casesof pure reservoir action and
pure translation in a linear catchment.
A linear reservoiris one in which the storage
is directly proportional to the outflow:

S(t)--- KQ(t)

'

For any given inflow this equationcan be solved
either analytically or numerically. For an
instantaneous

inflow the outflow from a linear

reservoiris given by

__
--

taneous inflow.

surface runoff

which can be written in operationalform as

]

• e •(0).dt+ const.

Vo - t/K
K

e

t>0

'

so that the responseof a linear reservoir to the
&function is a sudden jump at the instant of
inflow to a finite outflow followed by an exponential declineapproachinginfinity.
In order to discussthe problem of translation,
i• is convenient to introduce the concept of a
linear channel. Such a channel is analogous
to the idea of a linear reservoir whose storage
outflow curve is a straight line. A channel
unaffected by backwater has a definite rating
curve at every point of the channel. A linear
channelis de•ed as a reach in which the rating
curve at every point is a lhear relationship
between dischargeand area. This •plies that
at any point the velocity is constant for
discharges,but may vary from point to point
along the reach. If the linear rating is written

=

Q

this equation can be applied to any point along
the linear channel. This relationship can be
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combinedwith the continuity equation

which can be written

as
1

OQ+OA= o

Q•(0= n,,•(1
+ K,D)'I(t')

giving the equation

For the instantaneous inflow this reduces to

a• q_a'(x)a• = o

1

t> 0

which has the solution

q[• - a(•)] = •o1•s•1•.

Q,•(t)
= II(1+ K,D)
'{0}

which is easilysolved,sincethe inverseoperator
is already divided into factors.
If all the linear reservoirsare unequal, the

This solution correspondsto the case of pure outflow must be of the form
translation.

It indicates that a linear channel

Q•(t) = C•e
will translate any inflow hydrographwithout
changeof shape.This is in contrastwith the
+ Ge-'/'"+ ... + ½•e
non-linearcasein which only one inflow hydrographis capableof uniformtranslation,that is, Sincethe flow from any one of the reservoirs
the specialcaseof uniformly progressiveflow. decreasesto zero after an infinite time, we can
For the case of instantaneous inflow at the

write for each reservoir

upstreamend of a linear channel,the flow at
any other point of the channelis givenby

Q=

oQ•.dt
= Vo i = !,2...n

Vo. a(a)

Thesen equations
formthe boundaryconditions
COMBINATIONS OF (•I-IANNELS AND RESERVOIRS

which enable us to evaluate the n unknown

If a linear reservoir and a linear channel are

coefficientsC• ... (7n. The insertion of these
boundaryconditionsgivesthe set of equations

placedin series,the order in which they occur
is immaterial,sincethe translationdue to the
linear channelmerely involvesthe shifting of

foQn
dt= Vo

a time scale. The outflow from two such elements

in seriesdue to an instantaneousinflow Vo' $(0)
is given by

t• a

Joe.

Vo - (t-a)/K

Q=-•e

where K is the delay time due to the linear
reservoir and a is the translation

time due to

the linear channel.

If a number of linear channels are placed in

series,the effect is merely one of translationby
an amount equal to the sum of the translation
times of the individual linear channels.

If a numberof unequallinear reservoirsoccur
in series,the outflowfrom one is the inflow to
the next, so that the equationis

(1 q- K•D)(1 q- K2D)
ß.. (1 + K,•D) Q,,(t) = I(t)

[Ge-'/'" + Ge-'/'" + ...

or

1

etc.

etc.

Q,,(t)=(i+K•D)(I+K:D)...(i+K•D)
Itt) which reduceto the algebraicequations

=0
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C•K• + C•K2 +

...

C• + C•. +
C•

OF UNIT

+ C,•K,• = Vo
...

+ C.=

02

0

C,•

o
C1

C2

K••-•• K2•-• + "' +
Q.(t)
Vo

H(K•-

K•)

K•.-•e-t/•

unit hydrograph.The outflow from n equal
reservoirscan, therefore,be written conveniently
as

Qn(t)
=-•P

•_•- 0

as

K•-• .•/•

sothat the outflowfrom a chMnof unequallinear
reservoirscan be expressedas a sum of n terms,
each of which is a simple exponentiM decay
curve. This does not furnish us with an easily
manipulated too1 for anMysis and subsequent
synthesis,since the separation of exponentiMs
by numericManMysisis an unsatisfactoryprocess
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[1930], and Molina [1942]. This fact is taken
advantage of later in the paper to facilitate a
numericalsolutionof the generalequationof the

Cn
K.

On solving these, the generM equation can be
written

HYDROGRAPH

,n- 1

where P is the Poissonprobability function.
One final caseis of specialinterest. If a total
delay time of K is assumed,the effect on the
outflow hydrograph of varying the value of n
gives some interesting results. The maximum
outflow occursat a time (n -- 1)K and has the
value

Vø.p(n1' n- 1)
K

As n increases,the peak increasesand other
values decreaseuntil for n equal to infinity the
outflow is Vo-$(n -- 1' K). This result indicates
that if a finite total delay time is divided up
amonga large number of equal linear reservoirs,
inflowis equivalent
[La•zos, 1957]. If someof the n linear reservoirs the effecton an instantaneous
are equM, repeated roots are obtMned. This to translation by an amount equal to the total
complicatessomeof the individuM terms without delaytime. ,:•
Thus we can look on (1) reservoir action as
reducingthe number of terms in the series.
In the speciM case where all of the n linear being related to concentratedstorage and (2)
reservoirsare equal, a remarkablesimplification translatory action as related to completely
distributed storage.
is obtMned. In this case we have

Q.(t) = (1 + •V)-"{0}

A GENERAL EQUATION FOR THE UNIT

= (C1+ C2t+ C3t• + ... + C.tn-1)e

HYDROGRAPH

The linear componentsalready discussedcan
Insertion of the boundary conditionseventually be combinedto representan ideal linear catchresultsin the following
ment and an equation written for the unit
hydrographfor such a catchment.This is done
C• = C• = Cs .....
C._• = 0
by assumingthat any linear catchment can be
representedby an ideal linear catchmentin which
Vo
C. =
the storage(both channeland overbank) is either
K"(n ß
concentratedor completely distributed; that is,
so that the outflow is given by
the ideal catchmentis drained by a network of
channelscomposedof a complexsystemof linear
Vo(t/K)"-le-t/K
channelsand linear reservoirsplaced in series.
This lurepingof the reservoiraction is the only
which showsthat the outflow is representedby assumptionmade in deriving the general equaa singleterm. The fact that the term is compli- tion (apart from the necessaryassumption of
cated is of no practicM significance,since it is linearity without which no true unit hydrograph
identicM with the Poissonprobability function, would exist).
vMues of which h•ve been tabulated by Pearson
The first step is to considerthe outflow from

Q.(t)
=

_
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an element

of area in the idealized

catchment.

I .Vo$(t_7.).i.
AA
u(0,
t)='•('•
• II(lq-K,D)
-•-

Sincethe wholesystemis linear, the contribution
of any portion can be consideredin isolation.To
reach the outlet the rainfall excessfalling on any If the integral is taken in the S•ieltjes sense
element of area must pass through a linear allow for discontinuities,we can write this as
reservoir representingeither overland flow or
interflow, and then pass through the chain of
linear channelsand linear reservoirsrepresenting
the drainage system between the point under in which
consideration and the outlet. Since the order of
-- ordinate of the instantaneous unit
u(0, t)
operationsis immaterial, the flow may be conhydrograph
- volume of runoff
sideredas first passingthrough a succession
of ¾o
-- area of catchment
linear channelsand then through the series of A
t
linear reservoirsappropriateto the portion of the
- time elapsed

r) 'i'aA
u(o,0 = Vo n(1+-KD)

catchment

under

examination.

For

a rainfall

excessI(t) on an element of catchment AA the
resulting outflow is given by
1

7'

-- translation

time

K• .-. K• - storagedelay times
i(A)
- ratio of local rainfall intensity to
averageover catchment.

AQ(t)
-nf(1 -{-K,O)
'{I(t-- r)}./XA

The above equation is the general equation for
the unit hydrographof an ideal linear catchment
where
in which translatory action and reservoiraction
are separated.If the rainfall intensityis constant
r
= total translation time between the
over the catchment, then i - 1 and can be
element and the outlet
omitted. It is reasonableto supposethat any
and
catchmentsuitable for unit hydrographanalysis
K•... K• = storage delay times of reservoirs can be representedby an equivalent ideal linear
catchment consisting of linear channels and
between
the element
and the
linear reservoirsso arrangedas to give the same
outlet.
unit hydrographas the natural catchmentto the
From this it follows that the contribution of the
required degree of accuracy. Accordingly, the
element of area AA to the instantaneous unit
above equation is proposedas the generalequahydrographis given by
tion of the instantaneousunit hydrograph.

t< r

/Xu(O,t)=O

METHODS OF SOLUTION
I

AA

The exact solution of the general equation
t•_7. Au(O,
t)--ii(l_{_K,O
) Vo$(t--7.)
A derived
in the last section would be a tedious

It wouldrequirethe evaluationfor each
If the value of 7.and the valuesof the n storage business.
delay times K• ... Kn are known, this equation element of the catchment area of the n-term
can be calculatedas indicated in the preceding series(generatedby the n reservoirslying between
section.
the elementand the outlet) for all the valuesof
The total runoff from the catchment after a
(t -- 7.), •nd then the combinationof the contime t will clearly be the sum of the contributions tributions from each element to obtain the
of the individual elements of area. It is obvious
complete unit hydrograph. From a practical
that those areas, where the total translation viewpoint, the accuracyof the basicdata renders
time 7. is greater than the elapsedtime t since the tedium of sucha computationpointless,and
the start of rainfall excess,will contributenothing in any case the accuracy required in applied
to the runoff at the outlet, as the initial effect hydrology makesthis tedium unnecessary.Since
of the rainfall excess will still be in transit.
the instantaneousunit hydrograph,whichis itself
Summation over the area that is contributing an integral, is further integrated to obtain the
gives us the following expressionfor the instan- actual hydrograph,smalldifferencesin catchment
characteristicswill not be reflectedin the hydrotaneousunit hydrograph'
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graph of surfacerunoff due to the doublesmoothing involved. This suggeststhat the general
equation of the unit hydrograph can be made
tractable by the use of carefullychosenphysical
assumptionswithout undue loss of accuracy.
It is obviously desirable to transform the
general equation from a surface integral to a
singleintegral. This can be done as follows.For
the purposeof solvingthe generalequation,any
point in the catchment is characterizedby its
translation time • from the outlet and by the
set of reservoirswith delay times Kx .-. K,
lying between the point in question and the
outlet. Imagine a 'contour' joining all points in
the catchment which are separated from the
outlet by the sametranslationtime; sucha line

Fza. 2--Uniform
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distribution

of reservoirs

is termed an isochrone. Such isochrones cannot

crossone another, cannot close, and can only
originate or terminate on the boundary of the
catchment. In general, it is possible for the
points on an individual isochroneto have different characteristic 'reservoir chains' lying
between the point and the outlet. This is illustrated for a simple case in Figure 1. Natural

F•.

3--Folding of tributaries onto main river

paragraphmodifiesthe generalequation

Vo
foA•t•
n(1+ •,v)'i'aA

u(0,t)= -•
to the following

- ylSOCHRONE
Vo
fo
t<-v
b(t
dA
u(0,t)=-X
n(1
+--•-)i2T
where

dA/&--

the length of the isochrone(i.e., the
ordinate of the time-area curve)

T
Fzo. 1--General

distribution

= the classical "time

of reservoirs

catchments, however, seem to conform to This can be written
certain laws of equilibrium [Horton, 1945]. Thus
the assumption that all points on the same
isochrone have the same reservoir chain would

not be unduly restrictive. This assumptionis
shownin Figure 2; it is clear that all the tributaries can be folded onto the main river to give
a singlechain of reservoirsas shownin Figure 3,
the inflow at any point being proportional to
the length of the isochrone(dA/&-) cutting the
main river at that point. In order to take advantage of this assumptionfor non-uniform rainfall
distribution,it is necessary
to averagethe rainfall
intensity along each isochrone, so that the
intensity varies only with distance from the
outlet.

The physical assumptionmade in the last

of concentration"

(i.e., the maximum translationtime in
the catchment).

u(0,t)=

n(1+ 35,
v)

where

co(•)
- ordinate
ofthe
dimensionles
time-are
concentrationcurve, adjusted for variation in rainfall intensity
or in compact dimensionlessform

•_
fo
•'-•
O(t'-,")oo(•")
Vo
n(1
+
which is a single integral since the chain of
reservoirsis defineduniquelyfor eachvalue of v.
It shouldbe kept in mind that translation may
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include distributed storage in the form of reservoirs,the computation takes two to three
continuousoverbankflow. Hence in the present hours.
theory the translation time is based on the
The solutionsfor these various assumptions
velocity of flow from the whole crosssectionand regarding the linear reservoirsare discussedin
does not exclude overbank flow from the calculagreater detail in the remaining sectionsof the
tion. This is in contrast with the classical rational

paper.

method, where time of concentration is based on
EXISTINO SOLUTIONS

bankfull flow conditions.

The integral given above can be further
The various theoretical solutionsso far prosimplified by assumptionsin relation to the posedfor relating rainfall to runoff on a linear
time-area-concentration curve. A complex basis are easily derived as specialcasesof the
w-curve can be broken down into simpler generalequation
elements for which solutions are easily found,
and then these solutions can be recombined

to
__

give the complexsolutionfor the completecurve.
In particular,if the curveis replacedby a seriesof
straight lines each of which can be expressedas

then the unitohydrographis given by

uT
Vo- C•

II(1+ K•D)d•
+ C• H(I+ K,D)•

In this w•y the unit hydrographfor •ny polygonal •(•') c•n be built up from the basic unit
hydrographsfor w = 1 •nd w = •'. In m•ny
c•ses i• will be simpler to solve the complex
c•se by numeric•l integrationsrather th•n by
combiningthe basicsolutionsovershortsegments.
In orderto compute•n •ctual uni• hydrograph
from the general equation, the size •nd distrb
buffon of the l•e•r

reservoi•

mus• be known or

•ssumed. In general,these reservoirsm•y be of
•ny size•nd placed•t •ny given translationtime

Vo

fo'
II(1 q- K•D)

ß

The insertion of particular values in the above
equation gives the solutions proposedin the
Rational Method (1851), Zoch [1934], Clark
[1945], and Nash [1957].
The Rational Method first proposed by
Mulvany in 1851 [Dooge,1957]treats the problem
of runoffas one of translationonly. This assumption correspondsto
K1 =Ko.

.....

K,•=O

which gives
uT
__

Vo

•o
t

-

=

so that the instantaneousunit hydrographhas
the same shape as the time-area-concentration
curve. In the original form of the Rational
Method, the critical storm duration was taken
as equal to T, the time of concentrationof the
catchment. In the modified rational method,
the critical

storm

is taken

so as to maximize

the product of the rainfall intensity and the
•ssume, • effect, that there is • singlereservo• peak of the finite period unit hydrograph.
Zoch [1936] and Clark [1945] both assumed
in the c•tchmen•. Using •his assumption, the
that
the runoff was routed through a single
unit hydrographc•n be computedin less th•n
linear
reservoir. Zoch assumed the storage to
h•lf •n hour, even for the c•se of • complex
occur in the soft, while Clark more correctly
t•e-•rea-concentmfion
curve. If more reservoirs
•re inserted in the idealized c•tchment, the regardedit as channelstorage.This assumption
computational work is •creased •nd would correspondsto
becomepractically •possible for • l•rge number
K•=K
of unequalreservoffs.If, however,the reservoirs
•re •11t•ken as equ•l, there is • gre•t s•plific•K• = Ks .....
Kn = 0
from the outlet.

fion

•nd

The Zoch •nd

the number

Cl•rk

of reservoirs

methods

c•n

be in-

creasedwithou• e•m work up to the l•it

of the

•bles used. In the caseof • number of equ•l

which when inserted in the general equation
gives
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uT

fo t 1 -(t-v)/K
e-•'•
fo
'e'•'•
o•(•-')
d•-
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1-4- KD

0.9-

0.8-

0.7-

K

0.6

The latter equationis identicalwith the solution
obtained when a time-area-concentrationcurve

u'l'

VO0.5,

o•(•') is routedthrougha reservoir
of delay
time K in accordancewith Clark's method. In

0.4

practice,
sucha routingcanbe carriedout very
rapidly by using the coefficientform of the
Muskingummethod to obtain the instantaneous

0.$

unit hydrograph.
The finite-period
unit hydrographcanbe readilyobtainedby takingmeans
and enteringthesein a further column;if

0.•

required,a distributiongraph can be obtained
by usinga furthercolumn[Dooge,
1956].

0

Theinstantaneous
unithydrographs
computed
on the assumptionof a single reservoirfor
catchments
with rectangularand triangular
o•(•) curvesare shownin Figures4 and 5. The

1.0

2.0

3.0

t/-r

Fz•. 5--Hydrographfor triangularcatchment

rangeof KIT valuesusedcorresponds
with that
normally found in natural catchments. It is

foundthat the variationof the peakof the unit
ß

0.9
uL

% 0.5
O. 8

0.?
K

I

uf'6

0

__

!

•

I

'

3•0

Fro. 6--Hydrograph
in •erm•ofl•g

0.4-

h•dro•r•phis •re•]• reduced
if •hep]o•iDgi8

o.3-

in •ermsof •he ]•g (or firs•moment)• of •he
uni• hydrograph.This plotting which is for
•/Yo versus
•/• is show•for rectangular
•nd

••

o

•,

.

,

,

•

•

•m. •H•drogr•phforrectangular
•hme•

••Dd
7.•he
•e•r•]e
coDs•D
of
•he

di•eDs•oD]es•pe•s is shownin T•b]e •. [• i•
clear from •he •bove •b]e •h• instantaneous

uni•hydrographs
derivedby •he 0.P.W. •e•hod

•ri•ngle
•hrough
• linear
reservoir,
wi]]h•ve

•heproper•y
•h• •heproduc•
of •hepe• •nd
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TABLE

I

UmaxL/Vo
K/T

Rectangle

uL

•

.74
ß87
.95
.98
ß99
1.00

.25
.50
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

0.5'

Triangle

1.03
1.02
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00

0

1.0

2.0

3.0

VL

Fro. 7wHydrograph
in termsof lag (triangular)

S-hydrographis givenby

s(0= fou(O,
t).at

the lag equalthe volumewithina fewper cent.
Nash[1957]useda differentapproach
in which
he assumedthat the operationof a catchment

unit hydrograph
wasanalogous
to the operation
of routingan instantaneous
inflowthrougha
series
of equallinearreservoirs.
The assumption
of equallinearreservoirs
transforms
thegeneral
equation
of theunithydrograph
asfollows

•'•
•-).,,,(•.,)
•.
¾o-- fo'
n(1•(t+ •,•)
•(t-•-).,o(•-')
-- fo'
(1+
tKI (n-rn'•-•e-m
•)d7.
1)! .w(7.

Vo
fot
m'•-•e
(n
-- -m
1)!
mn-le
-m
-- Vo t(•
• •ii'dm
•.dt

-- K

on rainfall excessto produce an instantaneous

fO •,--!
-m
m

e

.dE

-- Vo (n-- 1)!

whereI( ) is the ratioof theincomplete
to the
completegamma function,which has been
tabulatedby Pearson
[1930].Thusthe ordinates
of the finite durationunit hydrographcan be
foundfrom the differencebetweentwo tabulated

where

values

t --

u(•, t) -

SinceNashignoresthe variationin translation
time over the catchment,he assumes
in effect
that all pointshavethe sametranslation
time;
that is, that the dimensionless
time-areaconcentrationcurve is a/•-function. This gives

•y
•Ki (nm'-'•-m•
•
Vo fo
-- 1)! •(0)
uK

Vo

m

n--1

--m

e

(n -- 1)!

t

K

s(t)-

s(t-

•)

D

It is clear,therefore,that the solutions
previously
proposed
asgivingthe formof the instantaneous
unit hydrograph
are specialcases
of the general
equationderived earlier in the presentpaper.
Even if the linear reservoirs are all assumed

equal,the generalmethodis extremely
flexible,
theresultbeingdependent
onthethreenumerical

T, K, andN, andonthefunctional
which is Nash's solution for the instantaneous parameters
parameters
•o(7'')andn(7'')defining
theadjusted
unit hydrograph.
Nash's solution has the advantage that the time-area-concentrationcurve and the reservoir
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N

n(•')

Degreesof
freedom

Rational
Zoch-Clark

variable
variable

variable

0

0

--

2

variable

variable

1

at outlet

3

0'Kelly

variable

triangle'

variable

1

at outlet

2

-variable

variable
variable

-variable

2
5

Nash

--

Usingequalreservoirs variable

variable
variable

Thus the computationis quite complex,becoming
increasingly so as the number of reservoirs
increases.Since this approach only gives more
GENERALSOLUTIONUSINGEQUALRESERVOIRS
flexibility than the caseof equalreservoirsif the
The assumption made in the Zoch-Clark number of unequalreservoirsis three or greater,
method, that the reservoirstorage in all parts the prospect is not encouraging.The case of
of the catchment can be representedby a single unequal reservoirsis equally unpromisingfrom
linear reservoir at the outlet, seems unduly the point of view of the numerical analysis of
restrictive.Similarly, the neglectof translationin derived hydrographs.Lanczos[1957] has shown
Nash's approachmakes it impossibleto analyze the uncertainty inherent in the analysis of
the effect on the unit hydrographof suchfactors exponentialseries.No advantage is obtained if
as the shapeof the catchmentand the ratio of two or more reservoirsare taken equal, sincethe
overbankstorageto channelstorage.As indicated number of terms remains the same and the
in the last section,the assumptionthat all the individual terms are more complex. Simplificalinear reservoirs in the idealized catchments are
tion is only obtained if all the reservoirsare
equal gives a solution having five degreesof equal. From the practical viewpoint, the five
freedom, comparedwith three and two degrees degrees of freedom provided by the equalfor the methodsof Clark and Nash respectively. reservoirssolutionwould appear to be ample for
This additionalflexibility is of great value, both the purposesof both analysisand synthesis.In
for the direct analysisof the effect of catchment general, it may be concludedthat the solution
characteristicson the unit hydrograph,and also using equal reservoirs takes advantage of a
by providing additional parameterswhich can considerablesimplification without any apprebe used to improve the statistical analysis of ciable loss of physical significance.
If all the linear reservoirs in the idealized
derived unit hydrographs.
Any further generalizationis probably not catchmentare taken equal in size, we have
worthwhile.For the caseof n unequalreservoirs,
uT
the solutionof the generalequationof the unit
Vo
hydrographis as follows
distribution curve, respectively. The relation
of the variousspecialcasesis shownin Table 2.

-K,D)
-- foII(1-]-

t_• T

=fo'
(1a(t-]- KD) '•
fo
•/-•
m'•-•e-m
dmm
(n
-- 1)! .co(r')

II(1 -[- K,D)
which gives

--

uT fo
•
+...

uT

+

Vo

t --

7'

.

K

t/K

-- f

P(m,
n-

where

The coefficientsC•(•) .-. C,(•) are constantfor
P(.m, n -- 1)
the range corresponding
to the reach between
two adjacent reservoirs,but changeon passing is the Poissonprobability function. Since the
from downstreamto upstreamof eachreservoir. latter function has been tabulated by Pearson
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[1930]and Molina [1942],the computationof any
ordinate of the instantaneousunit hydrograph
by numericalintegrationis comparativelyeasy.
For any ordinate (i.e., for a fixed value of t) the
variablesunderthe integralsigncanbe evaluated

have been shown to be a special case of the
equal-reservoirssolution. In addition, the proposedequationcananalyzethe effecton the unit
hydrographof the distributionof storagewithin
the catchment.Suchan analysisis of morethan
foreachvalueOfr, andt•heproducts
integratedacademic interest, since it could be used to
using Simpsoh'sRule, or some equivalent. For determine the relative effects of the various
any value of r, o•(r) is given by the time-area- catchmentcharacteristics.
In this way the,
concentrationcurve, n by the distributionn(r) optimum number of parameters to be used in
of the N reservoirseach of delay f/tmeK, and m correlation studies or recorded data could
by the difference
(t -- r). A convenient
tabulation be determinedin advance.It is interestingto
is shown in Table 3 where K - IT and N - 20.
note that the unit hydrographwill approachthe
shape of the time-area-concentrationcurve under
TAr •,r• 3

three conditions: (a) as K approacheszero,
(b) as n approachesinfinity, and (c) as the
distribution approachesthe case of uniform
distribution.Analysiscouldindicate the relative
importanceand sensitivityof these factors and
couldassess
the extentto whichany oneof them

__P(m,
n-1)1
•0(r')
n(•')

1.2

.00
.05
.05
ß10

12
11.5
11.5
11.0

I
i
2
2

AU

.006
.010
.116
.184

0
.2
.2
.4

.0000
.0000
.0002
.0007

It is important to remenber that each reservoir
introducesa changein the value of n and hence
a discontinuityin the value P(m, n -- 1). For
this reason it is necessaryto evaluate the integrand immediately upstream and downstream

could replace the others without serious error.

Special casesof the general solution can be
handled algebraicallywith interestingresults.
An exampleof this is the casetreatedby O'Kelly
[1955], that is, a triangular time-area curve,
n -- 1, placedat outlet and two variable parameters. In this case,as the presentauthor pointed
out in the discussion
of O'Kelly, the peak of the
instantaneousunit hydrographis describedbelow

of each reservoir.
ArrLICATIO•

or rRorosED

SOLtYT•O•

The detaileddiscussionof possibleapplications
of the proposedequM-reservoirsequation of the
unit hydrograph is beyond the scope of this
paper. Nevertheless,someindication is desirable
of the relevanceof the solutionto key problems
in theoreticaland appliedhydrology.Even if the
shapesof the time-area-concentrationcurve and
reservoir-distribution curve are kept constant,
the method has three degreesof freedom, each
characterizedby a singlenumericalparameter of
physicalsignificance.Variation of the shapesof
the two curves mentioned gives a tremendous
additional flexibility, if required, either in
analysisor statistical correlation.
One obvious application is the use of the
solutionto predict the effectof variouscatchment
characterson the shapeof the unit hydrograph.
In this respectthe method can do all that Clark's
method can do, and all that Nash's method can
do, as might be expected, since each of these

e

The latter equation can be expressedas

te log,(2e•,/•z
K-- 1)
which when expandedgives the following relationshipswithin a few per cent

The same approach can be made for other
special cases.Thus for Nash's assumptionof n
equal reservoirs and no variation in time of
translation, we have
uK

Tign-1
e- m

Vo-(n-- 1)!

t

m- K

THEORY
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This is a maximum when
n--2

(n--

n--I

1)m

=0

-- m
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the best available at the present time. It is
desirable,therefore, to seek a convenientexpression for the momentsof the generalequation

i.eo

uT
fo
t/"(nm"-'e-=
.oo(r').
dm
Vo
__

which will be
or

co

t•,

tp

L

nK

n-

t /K

n-1

--m

Mu
= fodttufo(nm-- e1)! oo(r').dm

1
n

Integrationin the aboveform wouldappearto be
difficult. However, if the moment is constructed
UmaxK
P(n- 1,n- 1)
by taking the contributionof each element of
Vo
the catchment,integratingwith respectto time,
The above result is exact.
and then integrating over the catchment, a
For the caseof a rectangularcatchrnentusing solution becomespossible.In this form the
__

Clark's method we have

tr=

moment is

T

T

co

n--1

--m

m--e1)!•'
MR= fodro•(r') (n

-- T/K

Uma
xT = 1 -- e
Vo

t --

T

m= K ; t = mKq-r; dt= Kdm

which is also an exact result.

These three specialsolutionsare plostedin

Figure8. It isa simple
matterto plotthecoordi-

so that

nates of a derivedhydrographon this diagram
for comparison
with the threespecialcases.
It has been pointed out by Nash (private

fo
T

(Kmnt-r)R.dm
fo
ø•
mn-le-m

communicationof draft paper) that the moments This can be evaluated by expanding the last
of the unit hydrographare suitableas a basis term and taking advantageof the facts that r
for correlationsin unit hydrographanalysis. is constant for the first integration and that

Thoughthismaynotberigorously
true[Kendall,
1943],it is probablethat suchan approachis

fom'e-"'
am
- (x)
!
Thus for the third moment we have

1.5-

T

n=10
ROUTED
TRIANGLE',)
/
1.0

,--T
="'

•_

U.MAXL

co

n--1

-m

fom
Ms
=fodro•(r')
(n--e
1)•(Kmq-•')'•dm
expanding
(Km + r)a as Kam
a + 3K•r

+

3Kmr• + ra andintegrating
with respectto m,
term by term

Vo

n=
=2

(ROUTED
.... -,-•n RECTANG
"•'•""^•'•-LE

Ksms dm = Ks(nq- 2)(n-+-1)n
fo(nme
-- 1)!
fo(n -- 1)! 3K2m2r dm = 3K 2r(n q- 1)n

0.5

mn-le-m
o

'

03

'

3Kmr • dm = 3Kr•n

•:o

Fro. 8--Plotting of specialsolutions

co

n--1

fo(.

-

--m

1)!

T3 d m = T3
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so that
T

Ms
--fod••(•-')
{K:•(n
-]-2)(n
-]-1)n
+ 3K27'(n
+ 1)n-•- 3K7-':'-n
+ 7-a}
which can be expressedas

=

storage, the fact of lineartry implies that the
velocity is constantfor all flowsunder consideration. Thus the delay time due to overbank
storage is included in the translation time. The
presencein a reach of a length of overbank
storageis reflectedin the idealizedcatchmentby
a length of linear channel whose translation
time per unit length is greater than that of the
remainder of the reach. In the case of a succession

-]--3Mo(n•) --]-2Mo(,O•)}

-•- 3K2{M•(n%)-•- M•(no•)}
+

of patchesof overbank storage,the assumption
that this can be replaced by an equivalent
translation channelis exactly true only when
the numberof patchesis infinite. However,it is
a good approximationin many cases.Figure 9

+

Thus the third momentof the unit hydrograph

o.s

can be expressedin terms of the moments of the

distributionsdefined by products of the timearea curve o•(r') and the reservoirdistribution

/

•. /• PURE
TRANSLATION

0.5 '

curven(r'). The othermomentscanbe similarly
found.

/

ED

0.4'

Vo
0.3

ERRORS OF APPROXIMATIONIN PROPOSED

0.2

SOLUTION
0.1

The solutionproposedis applicableto a catchment consisting only of linear channels and
linear reservoirs,in which the reservoirsare all
equal and are so placed that there is the same

,

!

i

number of reservoirs between the outlet and all

•ese•voi•a

pointsin the catchmenthavingthe sametranslation time. In this final sectionsomecomputa- showsthe comparisonbetween the unit hydrotions are made to determine the order of the graph for a triangular time-area curve with 20
approximations involved in these limitations on

the completegeneralityof the solution.
The separation of translation and reservoir

action is fundamentalto the approachmade in

reservoirs, each of delay time T/10, and the
correspondingunit hydrograph for pure translation.

Oncethe assumptionis made that translatory

the presentpaper. The assumptionthat any and reservoiractioncanbe separated,the general
linear reach can be replacedby a number of equationof the unit hydrographcanbe written as
linear channelsand linear reservoirsplacedin
seriesis analogousto the lumpingof parameters
used in the analysisof electricalnetworks. It is
reasonableto make this assumptionat least in and the remainingassumptions
are made only

u(0,t)=

n(1+ K,D)i

the first formulationof the problem.The repre- to obtain a convenient solution. The first of the
sentationof uniformly distributedstorageas a two assumptionsused in the present paper to
form of translation is also reasonable. In natural

produce a convenient solution is that the chain

catchmentssuchstoragemight be of two types:
(a) continuousoverbank storage, or (b) a
large number of patchesof overbankstorage
eachof whichhasa delaytime smallin compari-

of reservoirsK• ... Kn appropriateto any point
is determinedcompletelyby the total translation
time betweenthe pointin questionandthe outlet.
For this condition the dispositionof reservoirs
along a tributary and along the main channel
upstreamof a junction will be the same.Many

son with the 'time of concentration' of the
catchment. In the case of continuous overbank
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0.3-

natural'catchmentsconformapproximatelyto
this conditionof axial symmetry.
Computations were made to compare the
total runoff due to eachof three points of equal
translation time, but with a different number
of downstreamreservoirs.Figure 10 showsthe
resultfor 8, 10, and 12 reservoirs,comparedwith

RESERVOIRS,,E:
K.__

0.2

the case for three branches each with 10 reser-

voirs. It will be seen from the figure that the
casewith the equalreservoirsgivesa peak about
15pct higherthan that for the unequalreservoirs.
If this difference occurs only over a small
portion of the catchmerit, the corresponding
error in the unit hydrographwill be much less
I 2 :5m--•-- 4t --1' 5 6 7 8
than 15 pct. If differencesoccurover the greater
K
part of the catchment, the error will be less
Fro. l 1--Effect of unequal size of reservoirs
than 15 pct in this case.also, since the peak
of equal
contributionsfrom the different parts of the it will be obviousthat the assumption
reservoirs
will
not
be
a
source
of
appreciable
catchmentwill not coincide.We may conclude,
therefore, that the above assumption,which error.
The trial computationsmade in this section
transforms the surface integral of the general
equationinto an ordinary integral, will not give show that for the cases examined the errors
involvedin the proposedsolutionare well within
rise to serious error.
The remainingrestrictionon the generalityof the normal accuracy of hydrological data.
the proposedsolutionis the assumptionthat all Accordingly, there is every reason to believe
the reservoirsare equal in size. Figure 11 shows that the equation
the comparison between the outflow from a
chainof three reservoirsof delay time K, and the
outflow from a chain of reservoirsof delay time
u = u (0, t) = ordinate of the instantaneous
0.5K, K, and 1.5K. Since the flows shown in
unit hydrograph
Figure 11 are subjected to two smoothing
T
= maximum translation time
processes(when integrating over the catchment
Vo
= volume of rainfall excess
and when passingto rainfall of finite duration),
t
= time elapsedsinceoccurrenceof

uT
Vo fot
P(m,n

1)w(•')
dm

rainfall excess

P(m, nm

0.4

AREAS
EACH
WITH

factor

_//...•\•,
,oRESERVO,
RS
7'
•:3 AREAS
WITH
e,IO,

K

=

translationtime•
sizeof linearreservoirs(all equal)
number of linear reservoirs downstream of •
dimensionless time-area-concen-

ND
12
RESERVOIR

0.2

tration curveadjustedfor variation in rainfall intensity
can be acceptedas a flexible, convenient,and
sufficiently accurate equation for the instantaneousunit hydrograph.

O.I

0

1) = Potssonprobabilityfunction
= (t- •')/K = dimensionless
time

o

5

Io

I•

,

20

.

25

m- t-r

K

FxG. 10--Effect of unequal number of reservoirs
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